Perfected in Nature – Powered by Science
As proud innovators in the global hops industry, NZ Hops
and UK based Totally Natural Solutions, have partnered to
introduce a Premium Portfolio of NZ Hops oil extracts to
the global brewing industry. Hop oils are highly complex
and contain over 1000 different components.
TNS processes capture the oils from the lupulin glands
of the hop and the hop oil extracts offer the whole hop
character of a specific variety or TNS can fractionate the
oils to give the brewer distinct flavours and aromas.
Premium NZ Hop Oils offer you
- Independent addition of aroma
and flavour

- Beer development time is reduced –
quicker, unique

- Consistent quality, independent of
crop variation

- Can be pasteurised without loss of
flavour

- Easy to use, reproducible

- Economics – increased utilisation
should improve your bottom line

- You can make lots of different
beers from a single beer stream
- 100% utilisation – no waste

- Supply – in hop shortage the products
provide an alternative supply

For more detailed information go to — www.nzhopoils.com

Product

Hop
Character

Description

Aim/
Replacement

Dose Rate

Addition

HopBurst®

Aroma

Aroma extracts
Adding dry hop
character

Dry-hop
flavour/aroma

Range:
5-40 g/hL

PostFermentation

HopShot®

Flavour

Late hop flavour
extracts

Whirlpool/late
flavour and
aroma

Range:
5-40 g/hL
(best results
vary between
10-20 g/hL)

Post Fermentation

HopSensation®

Multi-Hop

Blended late
hop and dry
hop complexity

Blends of late
hop flavours
and dry hop
aromas to give
more rounded
hop character.

Range:
5-40 g/hL

Post Fermentation

Products within the sample box
The sample pack will have a mix of HopBurst / HopShot /HopSensation products depending on
your requirement.
HopBurst® - 6 varieties

HopShot® - 6 varieties

HopSensation® - 6 beer styles

Different varieties

Kohatu®

Moutere™

Rakau™

Taiheke®

Waimea™

Wai-iti™

Why use HopInspiration®
Hop Oil Extract products?
- Cost reduction
- Added value, product premiumisation
- Natural ingredients
- Taste improvement

Working together with
TNS and NZ Hops
- Access to unique varieties, aromas,
flavours
- Bespoke hop aromas and flavours for
beverage applications

- Reduces bulky hop storage and handling

- Simple 3 step process for trial in base
beverage

- Reduces variability in a particular beer
formulation

- Technical Support and Analytical Support

- Improves storage and shelf life
- Improves utilisation in the brewing process
- Reduces losses in dry hopping
- Reduces brewing process times
- Enables complex flavour profiles to
be created
- Masks staling aldehydes and off flavours
in situ

Applications - Solutions
for quick growth in
- beer, low/no alcohol beer
- soft drinks and flavoured waters
- seltzers

- Use as a strategic resource for hop
shortages
- Reliable, reproducible, cost effective,
quality

You can purchase these premium hop extracts from — www.totallynaturalsolutions.com
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